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SUMMARY

Neutron activation analysis (NAA) is a technique particularly suited to analysing opals since it is non-destructive

and the silica matrix of opals is not prone to significant activation. It was used to determine the concentration of trace

elements in 50 samples of orange, yellow, green, blue and pink opals as well as 18 samples of colourless opals taken

from a number of recognised fields in Australia, Peru, Mexico and USA. The results were then evaluated to determine

if a relationship existed between trace element content and opal colour.

The mean concentration of most of the elements found in orange, yellow and colourless opals were similar

with few exceptions. This indicated that, for these samples, colour is not related to the trace elements present. However,

the trace element profile of the green, pink and blue opals was found to be significantly different with each colour

having a much higher concentration of certain trace elements when compared with all other opals analysed.

INTRODUCTION

Opal is generally recognised as a valuable gemstone which exhibits glorious displays of colours1. This quality

is also described as "play of colour" and opals with this unique characteristic are known as precious opals. A large

amount of research into precious opals1'3 has explained how this mineral exhibits sparkling colour across the entire

visible spectrum from violet to deep red2.

In contrast, very few studies have been carried out on opals which do not display a play of colour. These are

called common opals and comprise various colours which include black, white, grey, orange, yellow, green, blue and

pink. The analysis common opals from South Bulgaria4, Brazil5 and Tanzania6 have provided a limited amount of

physical and trace element data. Recently, neutron activation analysis (NAA) was used to analyse 42 samples of white,

black and grey Australian common opals to characterise their trace element content7.

Common opals without any base colour (colourless as distinct from white) do exist and can be obtained from

a number of different locations. Terms such as hyalite and crystal have also been used to describe these transparent

to translucent variety of opals.

The purpose of this work is to use NAA to analyse a variety of orange, yellow,green, blue, pink and colourless

common opals from a number of different locations around the world in order to characterise their trace element

content and determine the relationship between trace element content and opal colour.

EXPERIMENTAL

Opal Preparation

Australian samples were obtained from their source by one of the authors following rough separation by

normal mining methods. The remaining samples were obtained from reputable gemstone merchants. Each sample

was cut from surrounding material and packed into polythene irradiation containers as previously described7.



Sample Jnadiatinn
Multielemental standards were prepared by accurately weighing about 100 mg of NBS F1633Aflyash and

C 1632a coal into pre-cleaned polythene containers.
Samples and standards were irradiated, counted and processed as previously described7.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A total of SO coloured and 18 colourless opals were analysed using NAA. The number of orange, yellow.green,

blue and pink coloured opals were 14,27,3,3 and 3, respectively. The results for the analysis of these samples are

summarised in Tables 1 and 2.

Y&llow and Coiouri^s Opals
The mean concentration of most elements found in orange opals were similar, inmost cases, to those in yellow

and colourless opals (Table 1). The range of concentration values for these same elements was also surprisingly

similar considering their greatly differing source locations. The few exceptions included Sc, Ti, V, Fe, Co and Th. The

results for Sc, V, Co and Th were within a factor of 10 for both mean and range values.

Green. BJu.e and Pink Opals

The trace element profile of the green, pink and blue opals was found to be significantly different from that

of the orange, yellow and colourless opals. Tables 2 shows that the concentration of some trace elements in opals of

one particular colour were found to be higher than results for the same element in either of the other two colours.

Green opals are significantly higher in alkali metals (Na, K, Rb and Cs), Co and W than either blue or pink

opals. The concentration of As in green opals, though similar to pink levels, is higher than in all other opals analysed.

However, when compared with most other opals, green opals are almost completely deficient in all rare earth elements.

Blue opals have a noticeably higher concentration of Mg, Zn and U when compared with green and pink opals.

In contrast, however, blue opals are significantly lower in Al than almost all other opals analysed. Only colourless

hyalite from Mexico has a similar Al concentration. Apart from relatively small amounts of V, Mn, Co, Ba and some

rare earths, all other trace elements were below detection limits.

Pink opals are significantly higher in Al, V and Mn than all other opals analysed. As previously mentioned,

these opals also share high levels of As with green opals. Most of the remaining trace element results were similar

to the other opals analysed.

In contrast to the results for orange, yellow and colourless opals, the trace element profile of green, blue and

pink opals exhibits great variations in the concentration of a number of elements. Each of these opals is significantly

higher in specific trace elements when compared with all other opals analysed.

Comparison with othey data

The analysis of coloured opals from Bulgaria4 and Brazil5 yielded data for 16 and 8 trace elements, respectively.

However, only results for elements common to both studies and were compared. The majority of data for similarly

coloured opals from Bulgaria agreed well with our results with the exception of V. This was significantly higher for

most Bulgarian samples. For Brazilian opals, only the results for the blue samples were compared. Here, trace element

concentrations were higher than our study except for Ba data.

CONCLUSIONS

This investigation used neutron activation analysis to determine the trace element profile of SO samples of

orange, yellow,honey, green, blue and pink opals and 18 samples of colourless opals from a number of recognised

fields in Australia, Peru, Mexico and USA. The mean concentration of most of the elements found in orange, yellow

and colourless opals were similar with few exceptions. This indicated that, for these samples, colour is not related to

the trace elements present.



However, the trace element profile of the green, pink and blue opals was found to be significantly different
from that of the orange, yellowand colourless opals analysed. In these cases, each opal has a much higher concentration
of certain trace elements when compared with all other opals analysed.

The authors are grateful for the assistance of Y.J. FARRAR for extensive computerised data reduction.
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